Fig. 1. Josef Strzygowski, 1927. © Archiv der Universität Wien.
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Riegl, Strzygowski and the Development of
Art

The viennese art historian Josef Strzygowski
(1862–1941) has recently attracted conspicuous scholarly attention. (Fig. 1.) This is remarkable given that, until recently, his reputation has been that of a thinker blinded by ideology, a crude and at times openly racist ideologue, and a willing servant of the National
Socialist regime.1 For this reason, it would be
all too easy to renounce any consideration of
this thinker, and to relegate his work to where
it belongs, in the dark corridors of a dusty archive, never to see the light of day.2
For a few years, however, there have been
more and more voices calling for a fresh appraisal of Strzygowski. Strzygowski’s writings,
these voices insist, should not be rejected in
their totality, particularly given the considerable farsightedness of his early work. Suzanne
L. Marchand’s 1994 “Case” of Strzygowski is
but one of many examples of works in which
the Viennese scholar has been treated with at
least cautious respect.3 Since then there has
been an attempt at the university level to reappraise his work; a proposed master’s thesis
on Strzygowski was recently approved at the
University of Vienna, and there is another thesis as well as a dissertation underway there.
And at the University of Frankfurt am Main,
a research project on near Asian art, in which
Strzygowski plays a prominent role, has been
established. Moreover there have been many
papers dealing with the Austrian scholar’s
influence on the international level.4 Finally,
the high point of these endeavors to date took
place in 2005 in Budapest, at a conference in
which the sphere of influence of the hitherto

ostracized scholar was subjected to comprehensive discussion.5
Two factors can be cited to explain the recent interest in Strzygowski. First, it must be
stressed that his thinking shattered geographical boundaries. Today, in an era of increasingly
global cultural awareness, Strzygowski’s restless explorations of the frontiers of art history,
including his travels to remote areas and his
exploration of works largely unknown outside
of Europe, must be regarded as progressive. In
this respect he is cited in many recent studies
as a pioneer of “global art history,” as for example an explorer who stressed the limitations of
Europe’s eurocentric views on art and science.6
Secondly, the critical revision of his work
can also be attributed to an academic stance in
which the historiography of art has emerged as
an increasingly serious sub-discipline within
the field of art history. A strikingly intensive
involvement with the founding fathers of art
historiography has lately given rise to conferences and publications, all of which seek to
remind us of the early masters of our discipline and their often forgotten achievements.7
The foremost goal in that connection is the
attempt to contextualize academic traditions.
The question regarding the conditions under
which the history of art was pursued around
1900, matters of cultural politics, institutional
strategies underlying art scholarship, and more
precisely, which inclusionary and exclusionary
procedures were developed – these and related
questions have led to a series of detailed analyses, which have sought not only to deepen our
knowledge about individual scholars, but also
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to scrutinize the institutions at which they
were active.
Strzygowski’s colleague in Vienna, Alois
Riegl, can be pointed to as a leading subject of
such an approach. (Fig. 2). Certainly the enormous international interest in Riegl mainly
concerns his work in the field of art history,
and above all his considerable influence on
art-historical scholarship in the 20th century.8
But at the same time this exploration of his
milieu has yielded a clear and deep knowledge
of the professional and institutional difficulties he faced as a contributor to the decisive,
watershed issues of Austrian cultural politics.
Thanks to Diana Reynolds Cordileone’s works
on Riegl’s activities at the Austrian Museum
for Art and Industry (“MAK”), we now know
how much he suffered under the bureaucratic
limitations of the late Habsburg Empire. In
many of his writings he stood up against the
prevailing opinions in Vienna, championing
the cause of intellectual freedom and deploring its subordination to political ends. Particularly in his early texts he did not hesitate
to hold a “state-controlled” circle responsible
for the failure of a conclusive art and cultural
politics.9 In this respect Riegl was perceived
not only as a prudent scholar, but also as an
active participant in the intellectual life of the
Viennese fin de siècle, and was given credit for
his unshakable conviction that an art historian
can and should speak out about the social and
political problems of his time. Thus, what interests scholars of early 20th century art history
only secondarily concerns respect for one’s
elders. It is primarily a question of analyzing
writings, studying the origin and their impact
in context, and keeping that impact in mind. It
concerns the search for the theoretical foundations underlying the scholarly work, the question of which intellectual tradition it belonged
to, against whom or what it was directed
against, which social and political implications
it expressed, and how the disciplinary and historical principles from which scholars derived
their theories were developed.
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The following text attempts to settle some of
these principles. Above all it attempts to subject Strzygowski’s early work, the work that is
awakening so much interest today, to a critical
analysis. Riegl’s work may be viewed as nothing less than an obsession for Strzygowski, for,
as will be shown, Strzygowski concerned himself for decades with his colleague and, despite
his assertions to the contrary, could never free
himself from his persistent engagement with
Riegl.10

Riegl vs. Strzygowski: Opponents
on Common Ground
Reviewing the relevant literature assessing
Strzygowski’s intellectual contribution to the
Vienna School of art history, one quickly finds
oneself at a loss. In his still worthwhile article
entitled Die Wiener Schule der Kunstgeschich
te. Rückblick auf ein Säkulum deutscher Gele
hrtenarbeit in Österreich Julius von Schlosser
certainly mentions his colleague, but the tone
of his remarks on that subject is exclusively
negative.11 Strzygowski, we are told, has nothing to do with the tradition of art-historical
scholarship in Vienna. Schlosser contends that
his entire academic orientation has been the
counterpart, even the antithesis, of the Vienna
School; his “particular goals and aims [have]
scarcely anything in common with the Vienna
School; indeed they often run deliberately to
the contrary.”12
Schlosser’s refusal even to discuss Strzygowski’s achievements is doubtless grounded
on the deep grudge that he nursed against his
colleague.13 At the same time we must consider
the date when the piece was written. Schlosser’s history of the Vienna School appeared in
1934, the year of the Austrian Civil War, and
the date that marks the beginning of Austrofascism; at that point the country had skidded
into a deep political, economic and, not least,
academic crisis. The previous years had already
been marked by persistent struggles in higher

Fig. 2. Alois Riegl, ca. 1904.
© Archiv der Universität
Wien.

educational circles. With this article Schlosser
at last had his final reckoning with his adversary. He aimed to portray Strzygowski’s teaching as defectively developed and hardly worthy
of note, and thus to “completely eliminate” him
from the annals of Vienna School art history.14
In counterpoint, he had to portray his own research, which was linked back to Eitelberger,
Wickhoff and Riegl, in the most flattering light
possible, to please the new political leaders.
Schlosser accordingly described the Vienna
School as a richly traditional, self-contained
institution, which in its intellectual homogeneity was a guarantor of native study. Discordant or ambiguous views, which Strzygowski
regularly produced, were not desired.
It seems needless to say at this point that
the respectful portrait that Schlosser painted
of the Vienna School in no way accorded with
the facts. Given the irreconcilable polarity that
he stressed between Riegl and Strzygowski, his
study cannot withstand critical examination.
In fact, it is truly astonishing how similar the
foundations of their academic interests actually were. A comparison of their writings clearly
reveals that Riegl and Strzygowski steered the
same course, and that in terms of the content

of their work they marched in lockstep. The
two were both in Rome as young men, where
they increased their devotion to Baroque art,
specifically to the question of its emergence.15
At the same time they researched the art of the
Middle Ages.16 A few years later their first expansive studies on the Late Antique appeared,
almost simultaneously.17 The art of Rembrandt
seemed to fascinate them in similar ways.
While Riegl lectured many times at the University of Vienna between 1896 and 1900 on
Dutch painting generally and on Rembrandt
in particular, Strzygowski published an appendix on Rembrandt’s work in his book on
Baroque art. Riegl’s essay on the Dutch group
portrait was published in 1902; in the same
year Strzygowski published an article on “The
Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Tulp.” The two had
other interests in common, including oriental
textile art, Dalmatian monuments, the golden
treasure of Nagyszentmiklós, and the theme of
folk art in general.
In addition to this substantive common
ground between Riegl and Strzygowski, there
were also a great many methodological similarities between the two art historians. Like
Riegl, Strzygowski insisted that the art historian’s attention be directed primarily to the appearance of form. For that reason both privileged style as a subject of scholarly research.
Both took pains to repress the influence of
philology on art history. And both explicitly
privileged the role of the observer in art.18

Late Antiquity and Modern Times
This wealth of similarities between the two
scholars begs the question where their disagreements lay. Before a satisfactory answer
may be given, it must be recalled that even in
their student days, when they were enrolled
together in courses with Mortiz Thausing, a
strong personal animosity existed between
Riegl and Strzygowski. We do not know the
reason, but in any case the mutual mistrust
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was so deep that Riegl accused his rival of falsifying documents.19 Their rivalry continued
into 1887, when Riegl reviewed Strzygowski’s
study on Cimabue and reproached him for
intellectual shortcomings: “[…] the evidence
that the author cites as crystal clear support
for his argument […] in fact could as easily support the opposite proposition.”20 When
Strzygowski applied in 1892 for a post at the
University of Graz, the two once again got in
each other’s way, so to speak: Riegl applied for
the same place, but he was given a subordinate
position, while Stryzgowski received the first
ranked professorship.
A high point of their mutual mistrust, which
quickly deepened into venomous hostility, occurred in 1902, when Strzygowski published a
review of Riegl’s Spätrömische Kunstindustrie
in a supplement to the highly regarded Allge
meine Zeitung (Munich). Not only does this
article enhance our understanding of Strzygowski’s views on art, but it also establishes a
particularly deep insight into his world view.
It is well-known that Riegl’s approach to Late
Antique art is based on the conviction that, far
from a sign of decadence, it is on the contrary
a profoundly innovative art. For Riegl the Late
Antique tendency for example towards spatial
shading and distorted proportions, is obviously not a sign of incompetence, but rather an
expression of a specific will to form (“Kunst
wollen”), that is, of an alternative aesthetic
principle that paved the road to modernism.21
The purpose of art history should be to accept
this significant difference, and to value it as a
positive quality on its own terms.
Josef Strzygowski was not willing to accept this line of argument. For him the art of
the Late Antique was an unequivocal sign of
decadence – “the decay is unmistakably there
and unstoppable”22 – and he dismissed Riegl’s
remark to the effect that space itself was an arthistorical category: “I cannot agree with the
principal content of Rieglian books, the chief
characteristic of his so-called Late Antique art.
I fault his focus to the development of a spatial
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sense, which completely overlooks the case of
Mesopotamia.” 23
Already in 1902, as in his later works, Strzygowski emphasized the need to study Middle
Eastern art and to take it into art-historical
consideration. This was a valid critique of
grave deficits in academic research; his argument, that European art could not be properly
understood without the contribution of the
“Orient,” is perfectly justifiable. The problem
that Strzygowski’s texts pose for today’s reader
concerns not his claim of this purported contribution, but rather the way in which this
contribution was described. For Strzygowski
the relationship between Europe and Asia was
characterized throughout as one of rivalry,
war, and violence. To emphasize his stance as
pointedly as possible, he constructed an image of a peaceful ancient Greece (“the beautiful
child”), who was beset by her neighbors, seduced, disgraced, and finally crushed. Responsible for this were, so we are told, the Jews.
“I see the pure, gossamer Psyche of Hellas, from the start
circled by her native enemies, who greedily stretch out
their arms to surround her, to crush her. As long as this
beautiful child is bursting with strength and growing up
in happy oblivion in her own land, these lurking evils have
no strength. They wait, and as soon as they seek Hellas in
their own land, they gain first influence, then power, and
finally victory. The tenacious nature of the Orient cannot
be overcome; it appears in the image of the eternal Jew.
What we call Byzantine art is the old Orient, that is the
victory of the old Ahasverus over the beauty of Hellas and
the imposing greatness of Rome.”24

Greek art, Strzygowski continues, originated in the North, but when it came into contact
with Semitic people, her fate took its course.
“In an attempt […] to portray the fate of classical Greek
art, I would make a series of illustrations whose first leaf
showed how its ancestors migrated from the north, while
the child of an oriental muse lay flourishing in their arms.
I would then paint a spring picture in the style of Böcklin
or Puvis de Chavannes, showing mankind going forth in
breathtaking beauty and grace, in the flowering and prosperity of its own existence; a Psyche, admired, cultivated,
and adored by all her fellow men and those to come. In the
third picture I would show the mature beauty, in her sense
of power and possession, sold by an old Semite; she is the
most prized of the treasures of his harem. Splendid celebrations will be held, at which Hellas sets the tone; there
is the Semitic tribe, decked out in silk, gold and precious
jewels. And finally I would show how this tribe inherits the
very legacy and comes into the splendor of the entire Roman empire, after the death of Psyche of Hellas.”25

Having given what he thinks is a plausible
explanation for the fall of Greek art, Strzygowski once again composes his history painting to stress the consequences of any “oriental”
influence:
“Art tumbles from its high pedestal, upon which the
Greeks have raised it; it is the oriental tribe that betrays
its beauty. Schwind’s Melusine here represents a symbolic
illustration. In the place of the high-born lady, full of noble self-determination, the slave returns, offering herself
around […] and so becomes a whore.”26

There is no need to go any further into
Strzygowski’s anti-Semitic attacks. Margaret
Olin has already done justice to the cited passages.27 It is nevertheless interesting as a matter of intellectual history that Strzygowski’s
academic essays, in which he viewed Europe
as the victim of Jewish greed, are by no means
unique. The Danish art historian Julius Henrik Lange (1838–1896) for instance, who incidentally was also esteemed by Julius von
Schlosser,28 wrote at the same time of the “hatred and brutality” of the “Semitic people[s],”
whose “monotheistic and polemical religion
[…] gradually conquered Europe and the Near
East.”29 And certainly it is no accident that
Strzygowski used the motif of the “eternal Jew”
in his text. In those years, at the end of the 19th
century, the medieval legend of Ahasverus had
returned as a subject of increased discussion.
In Vienna, the Wiesbaden-born Orientalist Adolf Wahrmund in particular spread the
legend and crafted the image of the parasitic
Jew.30 In any case the 1903 Munich article is
compelling evidence that those writers who
discern a racist tendency only in Strzygowski’s
later writings are plainly wrong.31 Josef Strzygowski was an aggressive anti-Semite. He was
so from the beginning, and he remained so
until his death.
Riegl did not immediately react to Strzygowski’s 1902 review. It was not until nine
weeks later that an extensive report appeared
in the same journal, in which he clearly established that he himself was not prepared to
argue on this level. Strzygowski’s critique was
so malicious in itself, and was above all so

muddled in its content, that Riegl suggested
that the author’s health must be questioned:
“Strzygowski appraises the Late Antique […]
as an art of decadence: his comparison of the
classical Hellenic virgin with a whore must be
excused as a kind of madness brought on by
overwork [“Schreibtischfieber”].32 Riegl nevertheless took up the gauntlet in his report:
he responded to Strzygowski’s attack point by
point, lucidly setting forth his views and arguing that “the problem of the Late Antique […]
in my opinion [is] the most important and decisive one in the entire history of humanity to
date.”33
This sentence may astonish us now; it must
be remembered, however, that the great meaning that Riegl attached to the Late Antique
also had a subtext of cultural and educational
policy. The Austrian government expressly demanded that the little known native evidence
of Late Antique art be subjected to large scale
research projects. The decision to do this was
made in 1893, when an international conference of German philologists and scholars was held in Vienna.34 This conference, in
which more than one thousand scholars took
part, made those in Austria with responsibility for culture aware that, in comparison with
Germany, Austria had fallen behind in the
analysis of antique and late antique culture.
In order to correct this, a five volume survey
was proposed, on which the leading Austrian
authorities were to collaborate. Alois Riegl’s
Spätrömische Kunstindustrie represented the
first volume of this project. The investigation
of the Late Antique, which towards 1900 became “the general theme of the first Vienna
School”35 must be understood as a project of
national art competition, particularly with
Germany; thanks to the well-established philhellenism of its scholars, Germany’s interest
in the Antique was incomparably higher than
that of Austria.36
Yet another factor contributed to the revival
of academic interest in the Late Antique, which
can partly explain the vehemence with which
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it was discussed. Once Riegl and Strzgowski’s
concept was applied to a modern context – as
a subtext, in other words, of the act of historical analysis – it became clear that it reflected
the contemporary European situation. Indeed,
the central issues within the argument could
easily be applied to the fin de siècle: it revolved
above all around the question, revived in the
wake of Jacob Burckhardt’s study on the Emperor Constantine (1853), of when and under
what circumstances a great empire could fall,
which symptoms political decline entailed,
and the fundamental meaning of decadence;
the phenomenon of migration was also in the
foreground, i.e. answers were being sought to
the question how cultural influences manifested themselves outwardly.37 In that connection
the problem of historical continuity was also
touched on; basic ideas about cultural hegemony, which were particularly apt in the ethnically diverse Habsburg Empire, resonate in the
discourse on the Late Antique, as well as in the
debate over cultural legacy. Finally there was
the question of modernism as such, namely on
the relationship between a dominant high culture and a more autonomous often conflicting
popular culture.
The close relationship between these utterances and contemporary political events
is shown particularly clearly in the case of
Strzygowsky, who allowed his openly political
views with respect to the world at large to invade his scholarly texts. His approval seeking
anti-Semitism found cheap ideological support in the turbulent Austrian political landscape, above all in the circle of Georg Ritter
von Schönerer, who designated anti-Semitism
as the “cornerstone of national politics.”38 With
his radical All-German Party Schönerer received enormous political support; in the 1901
election, 21 of his fellow members were voted
into the chamber of deputies.39 A central element of his politics comprised his “ideological
negativism (anti-Socialist, anticapitalist, antiCatholic, antiliberal, anti-Habsburg).”40 Strzygowski was particularly interested in Schö108

nerer’s “Free from Rome” movement, which in
its typically aggressive manner beat the drum
against, specifically, any Roman influence on
Austrian culture and politics.41 A more direct
and, for the then readers of the Allgemeine Zei
tung, recognizable allusion to Schönerer may
also be found in Hellas in des Orients Umar
mung, in which Strzygowski fired off a broadside against Romanism: “They don’t know the
Orient. Both Wickhoff and Riegl have Rome in
their blood; as much as Riegl in particular may
exert himself to proclaim the opposite, they
are both knee-deep in what one might call an
ultramontane direction, the conviction that all
roads lead to Rome […].”42
Strzygowski’s critique was directed here not
only against Riegl and Wickhoff, but above all
against the Institut für Österreichische Geschichtsforschung, which had traditionally
cultivated good contacts with Roman scholarship.43 His reproach of the blindly loyal Romanists was so serious that it could only have
been borrowed from Schönerer’s dreadful, offhandedly combative rhetoric. In a next step
he further augmented his negation of Rome
and flatly classified the entire development of
European art, insofar as it led back to the late
Roman period, as an error and a “plague,” that
stood in the way of the free unfolding of Germanic art:
“Our modern art developed from the decorative style of
the nomadic Germans or Slavo-celto-germans […] the
dignified blossoms of the Gothic, the joy in the natural landscape that, counter to the anthropomorphism
of the antique, was heralded by the colorful interior of
its cathedrals and their exterior sculptural ornament. It
achieved incomparable greatness in the draperies of the
statues, then attained its great flowering in Netherlandish
landscape painting, and now in Böcklin. What is forever
standing in its way is the Antique. In Renaissance Italy
[…] the Gothic was propagated from its sturdy Germanic
stem; that offspring thrived and blossomed splendidly in
Italian soil, but when planted across the Alps became a
mannered, lifeless thing which still plagues us with its affectations.”44

Strzygowski’s historical constructions
would be scarcely worth mention, were they
not so seamlessly integrated into a scholarly
discourse in which – arising in the channels of
Arthur Comte de Gobineau’s turgid theories

and brought back to Germany and Austria by
people like Ludwig Woltmann – the polarity
between the Italian and the German Renaissance flared up in a racist direction.45 As a consequence of this polarity works were written in
which aspects of early post-Medieval culture,
specifically humanism, were flatly rejected. For
decades Strzygowski himself tirelessly identified the character of the Italian Renaissance as
the source of repression. “One never forgets
that ‘Medieval’ blood was our blood, and that
the ‘Renaissance’ was an invasion of the south
into the native ground of the North.”46 Such a
view was also spread outside of Strzygowski’s
faculty. A random example may be taken from
Franz Zachs’s influential study Christlich-ger
manisches Kulturideal. Österreich auf dem re
chten Weg (1923), in which the author emphasized that “our modern humanistic education.
. . [injects] the young with a deliberately distorted portrayal of the development of our culture,” for that reason we demand to do “away
with the false educational ideal of the Renaissance! We must first clear away the rubble!”47
What particularly disturbed Riegl about
Strzygowski was his habit of seeing cultural
transformations exclusively from this point of
view. For Strzygowski insisted that the decline
of antique art was a clumsy act of Jewish aggression, introduced through the influx of Semitic masses into the West and North. Riegl
fiercely protested:
“Strzygowski’s hypothesis would be barely worth discussing if Mediterranean people of Indo-germanic origin had
been utterly eradicated from the start of the Roman Empire, and replaced by oriental nomads. But this was not
the case, and his faulty and exaggerated argument, based
upon the immigration of aliens to the Roman empire in
the form of mercenary soldiers, fails because the intellectual conversion process was already far advanced; any
attempt to find an actual explanation must proceed from
the change that was evident since Constantine the Great,
emerging […] directly, as a necessary product of the immediately preceding developmental phase […]. Evolution,
not revolution.”48

Mutual Fusion and the Fear of
Mixing
Evolution – the central paradigm of all Rieglian art theory. Just as in his Stilfragen (1893)
Riegl made use of that “model for diachronic
ornamental transformation”49so he insisted on
the idea of a progressive development of art
in his studies on the Late Antique. It is highly
significant that even between these competitors – at least at first glance – there was unity
on this point. Like Riegl, Strzygowski also
stressed that the representation of artistic development should be a scholarly priority.50
Both were clear that the history of art, if it
were to become a modern field of academic
research, could not release itself from scholarly paradigms of development and progress.51
This is not surprising, as outstanding humanists of the time – Comte, Marx, Darwin – had
already adopted this thought in their studies.
Furthermore, although this line of generally
progressive optimism was already fractured
at the turn of the 20th century, and was completely shattered with the First World War,
the idea of historical progress nevertheless
persisted. It can even be said that the question
of developmental progress – whether it exists
and how it occurred – was still growing in the
field of art history. In those years, in addition
to Julius Meier-Graefe’s internationally successful Entwicklungsgeschichte der modernen
Kunst (1904), a great many treatises appeared
that took up this theme. In Vienna in 1904
Max Dvořák published his monumental study
on the art of the Van Eyck brothers – and was
promptly criticized by Strzygowski for the developmental concepts that he outlined in it.52
A few years before Burckhardt’s disciple Heinrich Alfred Schmid, then active in Berlin, had
already likewise discussed how for him development existed principally in the increasing
ability to represent space and inner life.53
According to Georg Iggers the core of historicism as a movement of thought lies in the
assumption that humanity – and culture as
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well – is changeable: “The world of man is in a
state of incessant flux, although within it there
are centers of stability (personalities, institutions, nations, epochs), each possessing an inner structure, a character, and each in constant
metamorphosis in accord with its own internal principle of development. History thus becomes the only guide to an understanding of
things human. There is no constant human nature; rather the character of each man reveals
itself only in his development. ”54
It was precisely this thought that Strzygowski found insupportable. Certainly he was
completely prepared to recognize the fact of
historic development, yet he could not bring
himself to accept the possibility of artistic
change. Nevertheless he obviously had considerable trouble with the idea that a change
demanded by development (whether in individual form, or in overall artistic orientation)
from the original meaning – in Strzygowski’s
terminology, the essence – of an art work conceals it or makes it unrecognizable. His entire
work was consequently aimed at uncovering
the pure heart of a work or of an epoch. As if
driven he pursued the genuine, undisturbed
artistic vision, the quintessential, primitive
form of art. Accordingly in Strzygowski’s writing he speaks of “sprouts,” of “origins” and “beginnings.”
Riegl and particularly Wickhoff, who was
likewise the subject of Strzygowski’s attacks,
dismissed this ever more obsessively driven
search for roots as a pointless exercise: “In
most cases […] it is not so important when
a motif appears for the first time. Art is as
wasteful with her motives as nature is with her
seeds.”55
If we sum up the differences in interpretation of the concept of development in Riegl
and Wickhoff on the one hand and Strzygowski on the other, we can conclude that
Strzygowski always looked backwards – to
actual or supposed beginnings – whereas his
Viennese counterparts studied development in
the opposite direction. In particular, they fo110

cused on the moments in which a form visibly
changes and takes on a new character.
The fundamental difference in their interpretations of developmental concepts may also
be grasped in their approach to folk art, commonly viewed as being particularly resistant
to change. In his study Volkskunst, Hausfleiβ
und Hausindustrie Riegl, who has much to say
about this point, clearly refuses to interpret
folk art as the source of purity or the locus of
national self-discovery, despite all attempts to
do so. Like every other art form, folk art necessarily enters a state of transformation when
exposed to external influences. This, as Riegl
says, is not at all deplorable, but on the contrary is the principle of every further change:
once a stranger comes into close, lasting contact with another stranger, the process of further education is launched.56 Riegl formulated
this in a similar fashion in his answer to Strzygowki in which he says: “In the life of art there
is no death, but only a continually progressive,
reciprocal fusion of everything that ever was,
in a continuous, endlessly wavering line.”57
This approach, which explained this continual, mutual fusion, i.e. the incessant influencing and blending, as the epitome of artistic
principle, Strzygowski flatly rejected. In his
analysis of an embroidered piece from Czernowitz, which was acquired as a gift by the
Austrian Museum of Folk Life and Folk Art in
1898, Strzygowski gives a detailed description
that immediately reverts to his typical view:
he insists that “the artistic values of the above
piece are not pure”; that one “can always detect
the influx of elements that disturb its artistic
effect”; that the goal of the examination must
be to “uncover the spirit of the whole in its
original appearance and meaning”; in order to
grasp the “developmental historical position”
of this 17th century piece, one must look at the
“beginnings of Christian art and the prior Syrian-Persian procession” for there one would
find that the “pre-conditions of the individual
motif,” originating in “Persia […] thence to
Syria and Armenia, and on to the artistic ter-

ritory of the Mediterranean and Northern Europe” are at work there.58
Despite an inferior methodology,59 Strzygowski undertook a perfectly interesting experiment in this analysis: to apply the criteria
of art history to an anonymous work of folk
art; but the way that he analyzed the embroidery was significant: again he sees impure elements, an alien influx, that disturbs the artistic
impression; the focus of the research calls for
the divorce of native from foreign influences,
in order to search for the origins of the relevant
motives.
This is not the place to evaluate Strzygowski’s psychic profile; it suffices to point
out, however, that the quest for purity and the
fear of mixing was described as the most distinctive feature of the “soldierly man” (Klaus
Theweleit): the man who searches for an original state, the authentic, and who perceives any
cultural or physical hybridization as a threat.60
The remarks of a disparaging and equally
anguished Strzygowski regarding changes or, to
be precise, departures from an originally clear
and manageable artistic appearance, riddle
his observations on the history of ornament.
In clear allusion to Riegl’s Stilfragen (1893),
in which the latter traced the border-crossing
transformative process of an ornamental motif through centuries, Strzygowski in Hellas in
des Orients Umarmung now presents his view
of the matter. For him there was absolutely no
doubt that the forms of the tendril motif bore
witness to clear artistic origins. However, once
the motif fell under oriental influence, it became for him play with lines, began to prolifer
ate and finally ended in orgies of the arabesque:
“The intimate, quiet relationship that Greek artists had
with nature and which was first […] expressed in the introduction of the tendril and the acanthus […] whether a
Hellenistic or early oriental spirit […] predominates, became a crude naturalizing […] or is mangled into a play
of line with vegetable and animal motives, in particular in
an annexation of old Mesopotamian cane work bands and
the endless proliferation of lattice and network motives.
The emphasis upon spatial boundaries inherent in the new
style, i.e. upon broad, completely filled-in expanses, had
in a short time led to the proliferation of new, un-Greek
elements, allied in spirit to old oriental art, that then celebrated their orgy in arabesques.”61

It is not hard to guess the origin of the rhetoric here: once more Strzygowski writes about
his anxiety regarding an oriental, i.e. Jewish,
culture, a culture that knows no boundaries,
occupies spaces, starts to proliferate, and celebrates orgies.
Strzygowski structured his thought along
racial categories; implicitly even early on, and
explicitly in his works around 1914, he organized his thought according to geography; in
time this approach hardened into a rigid value
system. Increasingly one reads, as in his book
Altai-Iran und Völkerwanderung (1917), of an
“inborn peculiarity,”62 of the “German people’s
body”63 or that “the Gothic is much more racially pure than the Greek was.”64 In the advancement of such thought he was, as is well
known, not alone; the overall trend toward
geography as a determinant of style, in which
members of Strzygowski’s department eagerly
collaborated, tended in precisely this direction.65 Just how authoritative developmental
history would be for a race- and easily even
racist-based art and art history is the subject
of a concluding, cursory glance at the further
history of the concept.

The Development of Art: a
Discourse of Nationalism
In the midst of the First World War, while the
department was already showing symptoms
of a crisis,66 Rudolf Kautzsch, Professor of Art
History at the University of Frankfurt am Main,
gave a speech on the occasion of the birthday
of the German Kaiser entitled “The Concept of
Development in Art History.”67 Kautzsch, who
was a member of the faculty specializing in Late
Antique and Early Medieval Art, and who was
naturally acquainted with the “Orient vs. Rome
Debate,”68 summarized the achievements of recent art historians; he praised Viennese research
in particular for its description of “artistic production as a component in a compelling causal
chain of the developmental orders.”
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“I do not wish to say here that this view was a necessary
reaction to old fallacies, or that it had a very salutary pedagogical effect, though it must be said: I hope it did […] But
when our assessment of problems of formal representation
in a comprehensive context proceeds so gradually, is that
really enough? Is it not so, that in this direction we are certainly very experienced, as everything came, but not really,
why it happened so and not in some other way […] From
where does this direction originate? […] Must we really
abstain from asking the reason for the development?”69

With astonishing clarity Kautzsch aimed in
his speech at the boundary that stood between
Riegl and Strzygowski. A paradigm of the Vienna School – the representation of artistic
existence in and of itself – was in Kautzsch’s
view certainly important, yet in the end he dismissed it as an anachronistic undertaking, for
it did not seek the roots of a national art. In
contrast to Riegl, Strzygowski approached this
challenge willingly. Kautzsch’s question about
the “why of development” completely legitimized Strzygowski’s quest for the beginnings
of art. Somewhere, the thinking ran, northern
art and northern “nature” must have a point
of departure. To uncover this – what in Strzygowski’s case we must simply refer to as “Aryan” – beginning offered not only the chance
to be freed from Rome-centrism with its unfortunate humanism, but also the possibility
of shoring up German national feeling, which
had been beaten down first in the Habsburg
monarchy and then in the First World War.
That Strzygowski, who by 1907 spoke of his
“legitimate partiality for the German nation,”70
came almost inevitably to adopt nationalistic
language hardly needs mentioning; and his use
of linguistics and ideology as the starting point
for an attack, directed in an increasingly aggressive manner against the Jewish people, is
well known; “it is not difficult to see where all
this was leading.”71
With his jingoistic attempts, Strzygowski
volunteered his observations on the germanic creation myth, not only in clear opposition to Riegl, but also to people like Michael
Haberlandt, the first director of the Austrian
Museum of Folk Life and Folk Art Haberlandt
was himself clear on the subversive power of a
nationalistically-inflected scholarship, and for
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that reason he called for moderation, recalling
that in scholarship there was “a deeper developmental principle than nationality.”72
In the event, however, the notion of a national sense of intellectual and artistic development remained a central area of academic
analysis under National Socialism. In 1939,
in his broadly aimed study of the meaning
of the concept, Christian Töwe listed eleven
art-historical approaches that all concerned
the concept of development.73 “Kunsthistorie als Rassenkulturhistorie” [“Art History as
Race-Cultural History”] encompassed a broad
sphere in which the proponents of this approach, among them Wilhelm Pinder, Kurt
Gerstenberg, Dagobert Frey und Alfred Stange, were cited. Although Josef Strzygowski is
notably absent from this list, it would be interesting as an intellectual matter to discover
why the Viennese fell into the disfavor of the
National Socialists. The fact is that, despite his
sympathetic statements about Adolf Hitler,74
the Nazis evidently had little sympathy for
Strzygowski. Around 1942 Hans Jantzen was
obviously constrained to draw a line between
Strzygowski’s ideas and those of the National
Socialists: “In the last years of his life Josef
Strzygowski stressed that the ‘North’ brings its
own creative powers and ideas to the unfolding of European art, a remark that admittedly
lacks any regard for ‘history.’ Also, his idea of
the ‘North’ must not be confused with what we
are accustomed to term nordic-germanic.” 75

Late Roman Art Industry: The
Edict of Tolerance
Given all of this, to return to the questions
posed at the beginning of this essay, is there any
real justification to view Strzygowski in a positive light, to describe him as a pioneer of global
art history, and to make a distinction between
the “early,” supposedly interesting Strzygowski,
and the “later,” openly racist scholar? In every
respect the answer is emphatically “no!” Strzy-

gowski was a scholar who, despite his many
innovative approaches, had a life-long attachment to his prejudices. A deep-seated antiSemitism, coupled with an irrational fear of
mixed, hybridized cultural forms, hindered his
serious engagement with the complex unfolding of European and non-European culture.
His views on Coptic art for example – in Maria
Cramer’s words the “mixed art” par excellence76
– are useless and, as Lászlo Török stressed, of
absolutely no scholarly value.77 One may conditionally accept that Strzygowski’s occupation
with Armenian architecture was an expression
of sympathy for the modern-day genocide
committed against the Armenian people. But
this argument is not convincing. For with this
term Strzygowski all too likely implied “Aryan,” and not “Armenian” as such.78 To the very
end, there pours from every line of his work
a profoundly hostile contempt for humanity, a
devotion to an ideology of Blood and Soil, and
never the slightest trace of empathy or compassion. The aggressiveness, with which he attacked Riegl, Wickhoff, Schlosser, Dvořák, and
Tietze, betrays much about the position from
which he wrote about art. Strzygowski needed
enemies, with whom he could do battle.79
Alois Riegl had his hands full fending off
Strzygowski’s attacks. At the high point of their
conflict Riegl apparently wrote a letter to his

opponent, in which he set forth his views once
again, and openly called for a truce.80 In vain:
even after this, Strzygowski never missed an
opportunity to discredit Riegl.
What most characterized Strzygowski was
his intolerance. Ultimately it was a question of
the struggle between the two scholars. Whereas Strzygowski in his preoccupation with the
Late Antique celebrated a cult of the strong,
the powerful, and the white, (“the high-born
lady, full of noble self-possession”), Riegl insisted not only on prizing “victory, beauty, and
nobility,” but also on respecting the “weak,
base, ignominious, and ugly.”81 Perhaps no
one has more clearly perceived this undeniable, fundamental tendency in Riegl’s work
than Otto Pächt. Toward the end of the course
he taught in Vienna in the winter semester of
1970–71 entitled “Methods of Art Historical
Praxis,” Pächt spoke of his own opinion about
what stood behind Riegl’s intense engagement
with the Late Antique:
“When we say today that a work of another culture is
based on premises that are not our own, and that it can be
understood only by first finding the right approach, then
we are subscribing to priorities and methods that have
entered the purview of scholarship only since Riegl first
called for the relativization of aesthetic values. His Late
Roman Art Industry […] was the Edict of Tolerance for
the whole discipline of art history.”82

Translated by Margaret Schwartz
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